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Yehuda Fences is a part of the Yehuda Group, a
steel processing company since 1937 and a steel
producer since 1995. The Yehuda Group is owned
by the South African based steel producer “Cape
Gate”. The Yehuda Group includes steel producer
Yehuda Steel Ltd. and steel processing welded mesh
manufacturer Yehuda Welded Mesh Ltd. and fences
producer and installer Yehuda fences Ltd. Yehuda
Group includes ten industrial plants: The recycling
plant – preparing ferrous scrap for recycling, the
meltshop – scrap melting and casting billets, two
rolling mills, and three cut and bend plants, a plant
for welded mesh production and a galvanized wire
plant, with most of its outcome exported world
wide.

Israel’s Welded Mesh Fences Pioneer

Yehuda Fences was the first to introduce welded
mesh fences in Israel. Since 1985 the company
began manufacturing mesh fences in an industrial
plant. Since then Yehuda fences became a standard
Yehuda Fences in an Atomic Power Plant in the USA

in every kind of fences and replaced most of the
chain link fences and other kinds of fences commonly used in Israel. The company installed thousands of kilometers of fences for security, safety,
decorative and sport facilities in Israel and the world
over. Other than fences, Yehuda Fences manufactures gates, steel barriers and many types of railings.

Highly Experienced Teams

Since its establishment in 1985 the company
installed top quality security projects in Israel
and around the world – perimeter fencing for
Israel’s main airport, IDF military camps and other
security facilities, atomic power stations in the U.S
and Canada, fencing of electric power stations in
El Salvador and Turkmenistan, in the U.K and many
more.

Products’ Quality Standards

Yehuda Mesh fences are manufactured according
to IS 4466 and 4273. In addition, all Yehuda fences
are produced according to IS safety standards 1142
and 2142 part 1. All Yehuda fences go through hot
deep galvanization in accordance with IS 918 and
when required – UV resistant color by GSB German
Standard. Yehuda operates subject to the international ISO quality standard 9000:2001.

Yfence Electronic Systems

Yehuda Fences installs security fence systems including sensor systems, command and control centers, cameras and CCTV. Yehuda Fences installation
includes pre-installation planning and post installation service. In electronic perimeter security projects Yehuda Fences employs fully skilled and experienced teams. The company’s project managers in
this field are well learned and can assist in selecting
the best system for the task.
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